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Risk Management
for Museums

As public stewards of cultural property, museums face
unique art ownership challenges related to their mission
and purpose in preserving and exhibiting fine art and
important collectibles. Museums also encounter challenges
similar to individual collectors and fiduciaries when they
purchase artworks, accept artworks as charitable gifts,
accept artworks for exhibition or deaccession artworks
through sales. However, the consequences for museums
of defective title claims are more severe than financial loss
alone. Museums risk loss of irreplaceable cultural works,
friction with donors and patrons, claims of “wasting” assets
and potential personal liability for museum trustees. To
avoid missteps in navigating the risk of defective legal title
in the art world, museums should adopt best-in-class risk
management practices that will ensure the integrity of their
collection, balance sheet, future fundraising and reputation.
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TITLE INSURER TO THE ART WORLD

When should museums address ownership in collection management?
Museums are confronted with risk management for ownership of their fine art and
important collectibles when acquiring art through purchases, accepting donations
of gifted art and deaccessioning through sales of works.

Purchases
When making new acquisitions through purchases, museums act as buyers in the
art market. The art market continues to lack transparency, making it the largest,
lawful unregulated global market; these attributes contribute to the art market
legal title risk. Even large museums with leading art historians and professional
curators on staff cannot always discover who owns the art or collectible offered for
sale and fill the gap in provenance history through research. Lesser-known works by
moderately famous or obscure artists may not have extensive history or recorded
scholarship. The Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD) acknowledges these
market limitations, while encouraging that “best efforts” be made to determine the
ownership history of works considered for acquisition (whether by purchase or gift
as discussed below) and that museum officials not “knowingly” permit the museum
to acquire any stolen art or any art that was illegally exported.*

* See Professional Practices in Art Museums, Association of Art Museum Directors (2011) (The Collection, §19, p. 8); Smith
Theobald and McCarthy, To Give and To Receive: A Handbook on Gifts and Donations for Museums and Donors, AAM Press,
American Association of Museums (2011) (Title Insurance As It Relates to Clear Title, §9, p. 67).
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Gifts and Bequests
Museums should carefully examine the ownership issue when accepting gifts and
bequests. To avoid the 28% long-term capital gains tax that collectors must pay
when they sell their art held for profit longer than one year, many collectors choose
to donate their art to museums for a “related-use” to further a charitable purpose
and to obtain a fair market value income tax deduction of their art. Gifts are also
commonly made upon the collector’s death; bequests from collectors’ estates
receive unlimited estate tax charitable deductions based on the fair market value of
the art.
Gifts are critical to the ability of museums to build their collections. Approximately
80% of new acquisitions have historically come from donations by patrons.
The AAMD suggests that provenance is an important consideration (although
some museum general counsels would say it is the paramount, determinative
consideration) in deciding whether to accept a donation. Donors must have the
ability to transfer the full right, interest and title to the work to the museum. For
instance, a co-owner of community property or a taxpayer with a significant IRS
tax lien cannot transfer clear legal title to the museum. Whether acquiring works
through direct purchase or donation, museums should maintain the same high due
diligence standards to assure that all acquired works have established provenances
as a first step to risk management.
The standard risk management practice in the museum and general non-profit
communities is to require title insurance for any charitable gift of real property.
A museum cannot reasonably justify use of this protocol (nor can its trustees or
management) in the case of gifts of real estate (a regulated, transparent market,
which has minimal title risks) and not act with the same risk management diligence
in the case of gifts of art and other important collectibles, which are traded in a
non-regulated, non-transparent market with a prevalent risk of defective title.
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Annual Summary of Charitable Art Contributions
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Sales
When deaccessioning and disposing of works in the collection through sales (as
opposed to trade or gift) transactions, museums act as sellers in the art market.
Museums face the same title risk that collectors consigning artwork to dealers or
auction houses face; they are required to guarantee in writing (for the benefit of
the buyer) that good title and the right to possession of the offered object will pass
to the buyer free of all liens, claims and encumbrances. These industry-standard
representations and warranties are based on facts that the museum cannot know with
objective certainty and render the institution open to legal and financial liability.
Museums may unwittingly become victims in consignment-gone-awry scenarios in
which formerly reputable dealers fail to pay the museum proceeds for sold consigned
art or in which the dealer files for bankruptcy protection and the consigned art is
absorbed into the dealer’s inventory and becomes subject to creditors’ claims.
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Museums must follow certain guidelines that govern deaccession. Disposals must be
done with prudence in accord with the museum’s written policies and must conform
to the AAMD’s deaccessioning policy guidelines such as using sales earnings for
acquisitions, only, and not operations or capital expenses.
When disposing of gifted works, museums should also take into account the donor’s
intent and any applicable gift restrictions. If the sale breaches the donor’s gifting
agreement (which in the instance of older agreements may be legally vague) or
museum policies, the museum may not have the legal authority to sell the work. In
turn, the purported buyer of the deaccessioned work as well as the museum may be
subject to title challenges brought by the donor, their heirs or state attorney generals.
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What happens when museums have defective legal title to an object?
There is no denying the financial consequences. Ownership claims and defective
title for artworks in a museum’s collection are costly. The museum can lose
possession of the precious object, which creates a hole in the collection; it can
lose the financial value of the art as an asset on its balance sheet; and it can lose
countless hours of productivity from the museum staff. Museums may also spend
large sums (anywhere from a couple thousand to many hundreds of thousands of
dollars) on outside legal defense costs.
There are also indirect costs to the museum especially when title challenges
are linked to gifted or bequeathed works. Defective title disputes surrounding
donated art creates friction between the individual donor and donee museum.
When gifts fail because of a lien, claim or encumbrance on title, the donor’s
charitable gift can unwind.* As a result, the donor will lose the charitable income
tax deduction and may have to pay the income or estate tax (which the donor
wanted to avoid) plus interest and applicable penalties and fines owed to the IRS
and their state’s taxation department. The museum’s involvement in ownership
challenges may also adversely influence and deter potential donors from making
future gifts of their precious art and collectibles to the museum and providing
other financial support.
* See Smith Theobald and McCarthy, To Give and To Receive: A Handbook on Gifts and Donations for Museums and Donors, AAM Press,
American Association of Museums (2011) (Title Insurance As It Relates to Clear Title, §9, p. 67)(explaining, for example, “[a] challenge
to title after the gift is made can cause a tax deduction to be set aside. . . Title Insurance is a form of protection.”).
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What is the “wasting” doctrine?
Museums are public institutions that receive financial subsidies including
tax-exempt status and other indirect benefits from federal, state and local
governments. Because of their favored status in American society, museums
have a legal and ethical obligation when accepting gifts or bequests and when
buying or selling works to serve their stated educational or cultural purposes.*
When a museum accepts a gifted object from a donor or buys an artwork at
auction without confirming and acquiring clear legal title, the museum receives
nothing of value and the public effectively subsidizes an illegitimate transfer of
property. In these circumstances, museums may be deemed to have “wasted”
public funds under state constitutional or other laws because either the work
was purchased using the institution’s acquisition budget (which can include
public funds or tax subsidies) or accepted as a gift or bequest by a donor, who
received a charitable tax deduction. State attorney generals can be expected
to take an increasingly more active role in enforcing museums’ fiduciary
obligations (which include among other duties not wasting public property
or misusing the institution’s favored tax subsidies) and holding museums
responsible and their trustees liable for breaches to the public of their
obligations to preserve museum assets.
* See Patty Gerstenblith, Symposium: Antiquities Law: Controlling the International Market in
Antiquities: Reducing the Harm, Preserving the Past, 8 Chi. J. Int’l L. 169, 192-195 (Summer 2007).
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Aren’t museums already protected under their directors’ and officers’
insurance policy?
Most museums have D&O liability insurance, which generally provides financial
protection for the institution’s management team when lawsuits are brought
for their allegedly wrongful acts or decisions made in directing the business and
affairs of the organization. Aggrieved individuals may bring legal actions against
the institution and museum directors and officers for their role in overseeing the
institution’s operations and collection management. Board members must approve
gifts and donations of works as well as authorize the spending of funds to purchase
works or the sale of presumptively properly-deaccessioned works, even though
they may not have the requisite skills, background or experience to evaluate and
understand fully the potential title defects surrounding these transactions.
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With the increase in incidence of defective title claims surrounding precious
objects, many D&O insurance carriers specifically exclude and carve-out art titlerelated losses. D&O insurers do not want to become de facto art title insurance
underwriters. Without any or complete D&O coverage, the title risk can become
a personal liability issue for museum trustees and a corporate liability issue for
the museum and its officials. As a result, qualified individuals may decline to
participate on museum boards in the future.

Museum Fiduciaries and the “Fiduciary-Exception” to Privileges
In light of the June 2011 U.S. Supreme Court holding in the Jicarilla Apache
Nation* case, museum fiduciaries are likely subject to the “fiduciary-exception”
to the attorney-client and work-product privileges because museums boards,
directors and trustees are all fiduciaries and have fiduciary obligations to the
museum’s beneficiaries, that is, the public. Museums hold their collections in
trust for the public and function in effect as trusts.
For example, when museum fiduciaries engage legal counsel or art title experts
to help manage the art title risk in reviewing a potential purchase, sale or
donation, the museum trustees’ communications with counsel (and advisors)
may not be protected against disclosure when beneficiaries (members of
the public) allege that the trustees violated their obligations in purchasing,
deaccessioning or accepting donated artwork with defective title. The market
can expect to see legal arguments that advice sought by museums for ownership
inquiries regarding works in the museum collection is for the benefit of the
public trust and relates to the exercise of board members’ fiduciary duties.
Museums cannot protect their institutions from the defective art title risk by
relying solely on outside counsels’ legal advice and art experts’ research findings,
which are likely to be increasingly vague given the knowledge that under the
Jicarilla case their opinion will be an admissible document. Other advisors
are likewise concerned about the discoverability and admissibility of their
conclusions under the fiduciary-exception and their potential liability and are
providing limited guidance as a result.
* United States v. Jicarilla Apache Nation, 131 S. Ct. 2313 (2011).
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Guaranteeing Works Loaned for Museum Exhibitions
Museums rely on other museums and private collectors to lend their art for
exhibitions. Museums routinely lend their own art to other museums in the
spirit of cooperation and collegiality and as a way to boost their institutional
reputation. Whether borrowing or lending artworks, the paramount
consideration is the protection of the art, that is, the protection of the physical
object not only from theft and damage but also from seizure through the judicial
process. Museum lending today has a broad international dimension.
Many countries including the United States, the United Kingdom and France
have immunity from seizure laws designed to facilitate and protect cross-border
loans of culturally significant objects to non-profit museums. Several U.S. states
such as New York and Texas have similar laws. Anti-seizure laws range from
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automatic self-executing schemes to schemes that have complicated application,
publication, objection-waiting periods and judicial processes; and they provide different
degrees of coverage.
These laws are not iron-clad and have gaps in coverage. Specifically, under the U.S.
Immunity from Seizure Act, there is no protection for profit-making exhibitions,
for non-approved borrowing institutions, for non-international borrowers or for objects
not designated by the State Department as culturally significant or having a national
interest. Since the vast majority of art loans come from collectors or museums located
within the United States, most loans and borrowers are not protected by the federal
immunity statute.
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Similarly, when statutory procedures are not strictly followed, there is no protection
under the federal immunity law. The borrowing museum must prepare and submit
extensive paperwork to the State Department on all aspects of the proposed loan
and exhibition including information about whether anyone might want to seize
the object and an evaluation of the seizure threat. Immunity is not granted unless
and until a notice is published in the Federal Register for a certain period, and it
only extends to the proposed limited time period. If the exhibition extends beyond
the original approved dates, or the work remains in the United States after the
exhibition closes, protection may be lost.
Even though the grant of federal immunity may prevent the seizure of loaned
artwork while it is temporarily imported into the United States, immunity from
seizure does not insulate the lender from litigation in the U.S. courts, for instance,
litigation for damages for conversion of the loaned artwork. A lending museum’s
activities related to an exhibition can be deemed sufficient contacts to meet the
jurisdiction requirements under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act.
When lending artwork to an institution located outside of the United States or even
in another state, it is imperative for museums to understand the foreign country’s
or jurisdiction’s immunity from seizure laws, if any, and how as a lender the museum
can guarantee that its precious object will be safely returned.
Museums can obtain exhibition-only art title insurance policies to secure the art
exhibition loan transaction. Exhibition policies provide full coverage of defense
costs outside of the limits for the exhibition period, while the insured artwork is
subject to potential seizure claims because of loopholes in protections of national
or state anti-seizure laws and due to actual or purported defective title claims.
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Art Ownership Best-Practices for the Museum Community
Museums are now more than ever focused on their central purpose, which is to
preserve, conserve and present their collection of fine art and important collectibles
for present and future generations. If museums fail to manage and address art
ownership issues in a proactive fashion in their short-term strategy, their long-term
missions cannot succeed.
Museums should revise their written policies (and post them on-line to maximize
transparency) to reflect emerging best practices in the art world and should require,
in addition to rigorous acquisition requirements (complete provenance history with
supporting documentation to help demonstrate in part the seller’s/donor’s clear legal
title), that gifts and bequests be donated with art title insurance. Patrons should also
be asked to purchase or provide funding to purchase artworks with art title insurance.
The same established standard for museums and other non-profits — to accept gifts
of real estate property only with title insurance — should apply for tangible personal
property collection management, where the risk is higher.
These best-in-class art title standards will help to protect museums against financial
losses from defective title claims and reinforce museums trusted position as stewards
for the public trust in preserving the cultural heritage of their collections.
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Argo Group Financials
Balance Sheet

(in millions, except per share data)

6/30/16

12/31/15

Investments & Cash.......................$4,278.7
Receivables.......................................... 1,716.2
Other Assets.........................................965.9

$4,237.4
1,525.6
862.6

Total Assets ..................................$6,960.8
Total Shareholders’ Equity.........$1,740.3
Debt to Total Capital Ratio.............. 9.3%
Book Value per Share.......................$57.93

$6,625.6
$1,668.1
9.6%
$54.31

Financial Strength Rating
A.M. Best..................................A (Excellent)
S&P.............................................A– (Strong)
RATING INFORMATION: Argo Group is a publicly-traded company whose principal underwriting subsidiaries are each A.M. Best-rated
‘A’ (Excellent) (third highest rating out of a 16 rating classifications) with a stable outlook, and Standard and Poor’s-rated ‘A-’ (Strong)
with a stable outlook. As a member of Argo Group, ARIS Title Insurance Corporation operates as a separate statutory insurance
company and mono-line title insurance underwriter in tandem with Argo Group’s full line of products and services.
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About ARIS

ARIS Title Insurance Corporation is the recognized global authority on the subject of legal
title risks impacting the global fine art market. ARIS is the only insurer that underwrites
title insurance for fine art and other important collectibles. ARIS manages art market title
risks utilizing underwriting protocols and proprietary tools based on assuming the financial
risk of defective legal title, which is in contrast to the traditional art industry practices
where the risk is not assumed. ARIS’s tools include the only art title plant in the industry,
ownership of or access to which is required by law in the U.S. in order to be a licensed
title insurance company. ARIS Title Insurance Corporation is a member of Argo Group
International Holdings, Ltd. (Nasdaq:AGII).
ARIS Title Insurance Corporation is based in New York, New York, and Denver, Colorado.
Argo Group is an international underwriter of specialty insurance and reinsurance products
in the property and casualty market. Argo Group offers a full line of products and services
designed to meet the unique coverage and claims handling needs of businesses in four
primary segments: Excess & Surplus Lines, Commercial Specialty, International Specialty
and Syndicate 1200. Argo Group’s insurance subsidiaries are A. M. Best-rated “A” (Excellent).

POLICY TERMS AND REGULATORY GOVERNANCE: This communication contains a general summary of coverage of a title insurance
policy issued by ARIS Title Insurance Corporation (ATPI®). Please see the policy form for the controlling and complete terms, conditions,
stipulations and exclusions of and from coverage. ARIS Title Insurance Corporation is a State of New York domiciled and licensed title
insurance company. All ATPI® policies are deemed issued in the State of New York and all insurer-insured rights and obligations are
governed by State of New York law.
IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To the extent that this communication concerns tax matters, it is not intended to be used, and cannot be
used by a taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by law.
© ARIS Title Insurance Corporation 2016. The ARIS name, logo and ATPI® are U.S. and international trademarks of ARIS.
argolimited.com
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